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Abstract. An in-house crowd is composed of persons with different
skills, where they can be assigned to different projects on demand. Per-
sons forming an in-house crowd have to meet for different purposes, such
as planning the project or distributing objectives. While scheduling meet-
ings is an important task in a knowledge worker’s daily business, the
problem evolves by adding more specific constraints to the scheduling. It
is difficult for a company that uses an in-house crowd to decide which
project can be executed on which date. To deal with this problem we pro-
pose the NeLMeS approach. NeLMeS extends the principle of meeting
scheduling by defining projects and their required skills as well as persons
who have some skills. We present a first prototype that uses LinkedIn
to extract person skills and schedules which project can be executed at
each date.
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1 Introduction

Crowdsourcing is an increasingly popular paradigm for accomplishing tasks for
which persons or companies do not have the required manpower or specific
skill [4]. While crowdsourcing in general involves external persons into sensi-
tive internal processes of a company, the concept of an in-house crowd is more
applicable. In an in-house crowd persons with different skills are employed who
are not assigned to a specific department or division. That is, these persons can
be assigned to several projects if their skills are required to accomplish diverse
objectives within these projects. To organize the work of one project it is nec-
essary to meet with persons involved in this project. For scheduling meetings
efficiently, it would be beneficial to know which project can be executed on
which date based on the available persons from the in-house crowd.

In [6] Sen and Durfee propose an approach for distributed meeting scheduling
by defining a metric of the efficiency of scheduling the meeting. It takes into
account the communication cost and total time taken to schedule the meeting.
In [5] Lee and Pan describe an architecture which involves scheduling meetings
utilizing a fuzzy agent. Neither approach, however, considers the skills a person
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has and the skills that are required to execute a project. While expert finding
in the crowd is not within the scope of this paper, there are several approaches
which deal with expert finding, such as [1,3].

Scheduling a meeting can be formalized as follows: A date di is element of the
set of all possible Dates. The subset of persons Persi ⊂ Pers is defined by the
persons which are available at a date di (persg ∈ Persi : di ∈ persg.Dates).
The meetings where all persons can attend is di : Persi = Pers ∀di ∈ Dates.

This paper deals with the problem of planning which project prjj ∈ Prj can
be executed at a certain date di. That is, persons persk ∈ Pers has one or more
skills sa ∈ Sk ⊂ S and a project prjj requires different skills sb ∈ Sj ⊂ S to be
executed.

The Next-Level-Meeting-Scheduler NeLMeS focuses on extending the classi-
cal scheduling meeting functionality by suggesting which projects can be exe-
cuted at a scheduled date. Therefore, our approach is applicable in an in-house
crowd scenario to suggest which project can be executed on which date.

This paper also presents a prototype illustrating the feasibility of our app-
roach. It uses LinkedIn for extracting and incorporating person skills.

2 The Next-Level-Meeting-Scheduler NeLMeS

To deal with the scenario of an in-house crowd described in Section 1
NeLMeS implements the overall workflow depicted in Figure 1. When launching
a new project one person has to be responsible for the organization, execution
and success of this project. This person is the project’s directly responsible indi-
vidual (DRI). The DRI defines the objectives and derives a list of required skills
based on these objectives. The list of required skills is used to find experts from
the in-house crowd. Persons assigned to a project can vote for dates where they
are available for a meeting. Based on the required skills of a project and the
available persons the NeLMeS approach proposes which project meetings could
be held on which date.

To schedule which project can be executed on which date, NeLMeS considers
three inputs: on which date a person is available; which person owns which skill;
which skill is required by which project to be executed. The output is a plan
that proposes which project can be executed on which date.

For each date, NeLMeS checks whether a project can be executed. That is,
the tool checks if the skills all available persons have will match the required
skills of a project. This is defined as a maximum matching problem in bipartite
graphs. Thus, one person can only provide one skill to a project even if the
person has two or more required skills. In a bipartite graph, the vertices can be
divided into two parts so that no two vertices in the same part are joined by
an edge. A maximum bipartite matching is the cardinality maximal set of edges
without common vertices in a bipartite graph.

We model a bipartite graph with all available persons at the selected date
on the one side and the required skills for the selected project on the other side
(cf. Algorithm 1 lines 4 and 5). Then, we insert edges between a person and a
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the NeLMeS approach

skill, if the person has that skill (cf. Algorithm 1 line 6). For this graph we have
to solve a maximum bipartite matching. If the number of selected edges within
a maximum bipartite matching is equal to the number of skills, the project can
be executed at the selected date (cf. Algorithm 1 lines 11-13).

This maximum bipartite matching problem can be solved using linear pro-
gramming. To solve this linear program NeLMeS employs the simplex algo-
rithm [2]. While the Algorithm 1 results in a function (cf. line 12) which returns
all possible projects prjj for a given date di, our approach utilizes this function
to generate the meeting plan for all given dates (cf. Figure 1).

For demonstrating NeLMeS we implemented a first prototype that uses
LinkedIn as identity provider and for extracting person skills. Our prototype
offers a RESTful API that is written in JavaScript and uses the runtime envi-
ronment of node.js. To store data persistently we use the NoSQL database Mon-
goDB. The front-end of our web application uses the frameworks Bootstrap for
creating a responsive user interface that is easy to use on desktop computers as
well as mobile devices.

Demonstration. The prototype presented in this paper is available for live
testing at: http://vsr.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/demo/nelmes/

3 Conclusion

NeLMeS eases scheduling meetings in an in-house crowd. After finding experts
from the crowd it is possible to schedule which project can be executed at which

http://vsr.informatik.tu-chemnitz.de/demo/nelmes/
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Algorithm 1. Algorithm of the NeLMeS approach
Input : Dates, Prj, Pers
Output : f : Dates → Prj

1 for di ∈ Dates do
2 for prjj ∈ Prj do
3 Let G = (V,E) with V = {} & E = {} Sj = prjj .Skills;
4 Create vertices vg ∈ V ∀persg ∈ Pers : di ∈ persg.Dates; Let V1 be the

set of newly created vertices;
5 Create vertices wh ∈ V ∀sh ∈ Sj ; Let V2 be the set of newly created

vertices;
6 Create edges evg,wh ∈ E ∀vg ∈ V1, wh ∈ V2 : sh ∈ persg.Skills;

// Linear program as A ∗ x = b and cTx → min

7 Let A ∈ {0, 1}|V |×|E||Av,e =

{
1, if v ∈ e ∀v ∈ V, e ∈ E
0, otherwise

;

8 Let c = (−1)|E| be the vector of costs;

9 Let b = (1)|V | be the vector of coefficients;
10 x = simplexAlgo(A, b, c);

11 if 1Tx == |Sj | then
12 f(di) = f(di) ∪ di �→ prjj
13 end

14 end

15 end

date. We modeled the problem described in this paper as a maximum bipartite
matching. This problem is solved by our approach utilizing the simplex algorithm.
We present a first prototype that uses LinkedIn to extract person skill.

Future work will focus on extending our approach towards taking account
of not only skills, but the different skill levels persons have. This transforms
the problem into a more complex one by finding the best fitting assignment of
persons and projects.
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